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In this lesson, you will need:
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Exercise book or paper

Images from Inprint

Pencil Coloured pencil Ruler



STAR WORDS

particle substance

impure

pure

mixture



Recap

Water

Gold
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Recap
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States of matter
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solid liquid gas



States of matter
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A) B)

C) D)

Add the labels:



States of matter
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C) Freezing

Mark your answers:

A) Melting
B) Evaporating

D) Condensing



Water
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Water
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Water
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impurities



Water
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A) B) C) D)

Identify the particle diagrams:

pure liquid              pure gas              impure liquid               impure gas



Water
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Impure 
liquid

Pure gas Pure liquid Impure gas

Mark your answers:



Water
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Answer the questions:

1. What is meant by a pure substance?

1. Impure substances are also called mixtures, why do you think this is?

1. Why is tap water not pure water?



Water
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Mark your answers:

1. A substance that contains only one particle.

1. Impure substances are called mixtures because they contain a mix of 

different particles.

1. It contains dissolved substances such as calcium and magnesium ions.



Gold
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Gold
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Gold
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Pure gold Rose gold White gold

Copper 

impurities
Platinum 

impurities



Gold
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Answer the questions:

1. Why is 24 carat gold pure?

1. Which impurity causes a pink colour in gold?

1. Which impurity causes a silver colour in gold?



Gold
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Mark your answers:

1. It contains only gold particles

1. Copper impurities

1. Platinum impurities



Gold
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Complete the table below with a particle diagram for each substance:



Gold
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Complete the table below with a particle diagram for each substance:



STAR WORDS

particle substance

impure

pure

mixture



Well done!

Ask your parent or carer 
to share photos of your
work on twitter:
#LearnWithOak
#ONAscience


